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Walk
Location:

NOC 03
Llyn y Fan (the lake) and Fan Brycheinog (the mountain) off
Trecastle Road

Directions:

Dates Walked:

Turn right out of the castle, take first left opposite the Tafan Y Garreg pub a mile or
so from the castle. Follow narrow winding lane up the mountain, across cattle grid
and stop in a parking space nearest the river on your left, reasonably close to the
bridge. Look for a well trodden path up the mountain leading from the other side of
the stream.
About 2 miles
10 minutes
2 hours to circle reach and circle the lake, 3-4 hours if continue
above the lake
23/04/2008, 08/08/2008,

Parking:

Free by side of the road

Pop in to:

Nothing here to pop into.

Description:

Option A: If you park near where the road bridge is, you should see the path going up
the mountain. The only problem is you have to negotiate a slippery route of your own
choosing across the stream to get to the path. I’ve done it barefoot to avoid getting
boots wet if the stream is running high, though if it is summer, and low, you can walk
across OK. It is slippery. Once you have doing the path, follow it straight up, keeping
the stream and waterfalls to your left. You will eventually come to the lake, though
you have to bear right a bit at the top to find it. Once you reach the lake, you can
walk all the way around it, which probably only takes an hour. Take a note of where
you joined the lake in order to find the path back down again.

Distance (miles):
Time (hours):
Length of Walk:

Option B: Avoid having to cross the stream by continuing along the Trecastle road
for about another mile until you come to a larger parking area on the left (takes about
4 cars). You are now higher up and will not have such a climb to get to the lake.
Follow the path across the mountain, going slightly parallel back along the route you
drove along, but heading away from the road into the mountain. You may find other
walkers preferring this route. You eventually join the lake at the eastern end. You can
then walk around it clockwise or anti clockwise according to preference, but make a
note of where you joined the lake so you can find the same path back down again.
Hazard Warning:

The return journey on Option A involves a steep down hill section heavily sheep
grazed close cropped grass. This is quite slippery so proper walking boots required. It
is also possible to not find the lake or to not remember the path you used to get to it
when leaving the lake. Some boggy areas. Not prammable nor is it suitable for
mountain bikes.

Optional extra:

If you find just going around the lake a little too easy, you can climb another path
from the south / eastern end of the lake, which you will find clearly defined. It is not
prammable, very steep and stony in places, and goes up the mountain above the lake
(the mountain is Fan Brycheinog I believe, at least that is shown on the map). There
are deep steps carved into the mountain at one point that you have to climb carefully
up. Once at the top, you come to a large very high up open ridge area that you can
walk along. Very dramatic walk though most people tend to content themselves with
walking up to and around the lower lake.
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Pictures taken on 23/04/2008:
Start off by parking alongside the stream, close to the bridge, and cross the stream on to the path up mountain.

Find a suitable place to cross. Notice the car is parked just up from the stone bridge. You will see the path the
other side of the stream from this point. Getting across the stream is a chore as there is no footbridge. I’ve
done it barefoot then dried off feet the other side, to ensure socks and boots do not get wet in stream.

Follow the path to the right of the little stream. This stream exits from the lake, so following it will get you to
the lake, though towards the top you do have to branch right and it is possible to miss the lake if not careful.
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Notice the path beside stream is narrow, rocky and rough. Not prammable. Sheep can appear in different
colours as if from another planet – are these alien sheep? These were all green apart from their heads.

You reach the lake at the eastern side. You then can go around it anti-clockwise (my preferred route) or
clockwise. Just take a note of where you joined the lake as there is more than one path leading from it.

Left pic looks north to south, right pic looks back the way you came if going anti-clockwise; note the line of
the path. The path is more obvious the northern side, and narrows and becomes rougher the southern side.
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There is a small sandy beach at the far Western end (left). The pic on right has you looking back the way you
came, along the northern ‘coast’ of the lake.

Note the high mountain ridge on the southern side of the lake. This is the ridge we will be climbing soon.

Views of lake from eastern end – you are half way around it at this point. Path follows shoreline all around.
Though you cannot see the line of the path in the right hand pic, it is there.
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Pics here are taken from the southern side, making the return half of the walk, going anticlockwise.
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See the steps going up the mountain, above the lake. Here the steps are quite benign but they get a lot steeper
further up. The white dots in pic on right are sacks of stone to be used for the steps; they were helicoptered in
over a period of weeks, from a field at the Dan yr Ogof showcaves. The path above the lake leading to the top
of the mountain was incomplete when we did the walk but I expect it has since been improved.

As you head higher above the lake (path to top of mountain is at the East / South end of lake) you can see the
entire lake spread before you. It is not a large lake, taking under an hour to walk all the way around it.

The path shown bottom right looks deceptively easy in the pic, but actually it is quite a steep climb. Stunning
views in the right weather but do not bother with this climb on a cloudy day as you’ll then see nothing.
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More or less at the top, and the path improves dramatically (right). Some sort of round sheep pen here.

Well, here we are at the top of the mountain, though we continued right to the far ridge.

Walking towards the far ridge, views of the lake in its entirety below us on the right. Quite a climb up!
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Looking back the way we came (left)

View to peak of far ridge, after which, a steep drop.

Made it to the far ridge. Just a pile of stones here to mark the spot. Views all around.

Looking back along the ridge we’ve walked along, now we are about to walk back the way we came. Lake is
visible to the left of this picture.
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Left hand pic, the earthy bit on left is actually the path dropping down back to the lake. It looks steep and is.

Back at the lake, the dogs have a much needed swim and cool-down.

Returning now the way we came, following the stream down to the road, waterfall on our right half way
down. Another area the dogs can swim in. You can just make out the road in the pic on right.
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Waterfall and stream. We follow path down to the road, walking with the stream on our right on way down.

And so back to our car, parked off the road a few yards up from the bridge.

Pictures taken on 08/08/2008:
With this walk we started from a parking area higher up the mountain, on the left – an area that will take
about four cars. It is virtually at the highest point so if you continue up the Trecastle road, you will come to it.
If you start descending down the other side, you have gone too far. This walk involves less of a climb and a
shorter walk – slightly – to the lake, but you do still need to know the direction to go in. You will join the lake
at the far west end, unlike the first path which joins the lake at the east end. (Last picture in the sequence for
this date shows parking area – note the blue ‘walkers’ symbol on a post and the line of the stream to follow).
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Already at the lake in the second picture (above right) so use the return journey to see the path you go up to
get to the lake. Here we are walking clockwise from the western end, round to the eastern end and back round
the lake.

Second picture below shows the return path – not very well defined but you will soon be following stream.

Note the beginnings of the stream in the picture on right. Follow this back to car. Always note where you
joined the lake as otherwise you could take the wrong path down. Not the end of the world if you do, as you
would probably just end up on the Trecastle road along which you drove, just a bit further down.
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In this picture, one of our number has got ahead and is descending via the ill-defined path
(there IS a path to follow) back down to the car.

Lower down the stream has a succession of small water falls; I took loads of pics so though you have several
the same, there has been some editing.
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Now back at the car. Note the stream to the right of the picture. Follow the path along this to the top and the
lake. Make a note of where you join the lake so you can find the right path down again, as in places it is not a
well defined path.
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Pictures taken on 03/09/2005 (when introduced to this walk by our computer programmer, Jim Moore):
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